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This study presents an extensive domain analysis of a in articles, regardless of which of their works are cited.
discipline—information science—in terms of its au- ACA synthesizes many such counts. Now that 15 years
thors. Names of those most frequently cited in 12 key have passed since it was introduced by White and Griffith
journals from 1972 through 1995 were retrieved from So-

(1981), the present writers wish to explore this literature-cial Scisearch via DIALOG. The top 120 were submitted
based technique as a means for contributing to intellectualto author co-citation analyses, yielding automatic classi-

fications relevant to histories of the field. Tables and history. As in that earlier article, we shall use authors
graphics reveal: (1) The disciplinary and institutional af- from information science to illustrate that, although ACA
filiations of contributors to information science; (2) the is applicable in any discipline (Bayer, Smart, & Mc-specialty structure of the discipline over 24 years; (3)

Laughlin, 1990; Eom, 1996; Hoffman & Holbrook, 1993;authors’ memberships in 1 or more specialties; (4) inertia
McCain, 1986), readers of this journal will best be ableand change in authors’ positions on 2-dimensional sub-

ject maps over 3 8-year subperiods, 1972–1979, 1980– to judge its validity when it is applied to their own field.
1987, 1988–1995; (5) the 2 major subdisciplines of infor- Ultimately, we are interested in ACA as a way of visualiz-
mation science and their evolving memberships; (6) ‘‘ca-

ing a field through a representative slice of its literature,nonical’’ authors who are in the top 100 in all three
and we shall develop evidence from it for those whosubperiods; (7) changes in authors’ eminence and influ-

ence over the subperiods, as shown by mean co-citation would define information science in terms of its special-
counts; (8) authors with marked changes in their ties. Unlike McCain (1990) or White (1990a, 1990b),
mapped positions over the subperiods; (9) the axes on the present article is not an introduction to ACA but anwhich authors are mapped, with interpretations; (10) evi-

exercise in domain analysis, in the sense developed bydence of a paradigm shift in information science in the
Hjørland and Albrechtsen (1995). On one level, it relates1980s; and (11) evidence on the general nature and state

of integration of information science. Statistical routines to the creation of an intellectual framework for informa-
include ALSCAL, INDSCAL, factor analysis, and cluster tion science (Buckland & Liu, 1995, p. 389); on another
analysis with SPSS; maps and other graphics were made

level, it relates to the visualization of linguistic data (Wil-with DeltaGraph. Theory and methodology are suffi-
liams, Sochats, & Morse, 1995).ciently detailed to be usable by other researchers.

Because the data of ACA are merely noun phrases and
associated citation counts, they produce history of the

Introduction
cliometric sort, which leaves out almost all the good parts,
such as who had shouting matches, who slept with whom,Co-citation analysis shows that literatures cohere and

change in intelligible ways over time, whether one defines and what actually gave rise to the most significant work.
them in terms of individual articles and books, whole All ACA can do, for the historian of ideas or any other
oeuvres, or journals. Author co-citation analysis (ACA) party, is to identify influential authors and display their
is the subcategory that maps oeuvres, and, by implication, interrelationships from the citation record. It is no substi-
the people who produce them. The raw data are counts tute for extensive reading and fine-grained content analy-
of the times that selected author pairs are cited together sis, if someone is truly interested in the intellectual history

of a field. But with Social Scisearch data, which start in
1972, it is now possible to show author relationships over
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replaced the American Documentation Institute in 1968. such as those discussed elsewhere in Machlup and Mans-
field, involve symbol manipulations that are relativelyThe three periods allow us to test our techniques with

citations from wholly disjoint sets of writings. With three content-neutral; they are infrastructural to information
science in our sense.independent replications, one can examine stability and

change in author placements overall, and in the specialty The field in our sense has been mapped by Small
(1981), Saito (1984), and Persson (1994), all using indi-groupings they indicate. One can also see the emergence

of authors representing new lines of work. vidual papers as data points; and by Tudjman, Tudor-
Silovic, Boras, & Milas-Bracovic, (1988) and KarkiFurther evidence for the historian includes the relative

eminence of authors in terms of citedness, the brightening (1996), using authors’ oeuvres. White and Griffith
(1982) included some information scientists in a map ofor dimming of reputations, the most heavily cited works

(when these are traced), the specialties in which con- key authors in studies of science, technology, and society.
The most direct antecedent, White and Griffith (1981),tributions are recognized, the major institutional bases

of the discipline (traced through author affiliations) , the mapped the positions of 39 information scientists in intel-
lectual space on the basis of how their oeuvres had beenextradisciplinary writers on whom information science

regularly draws, and the precontemporary figures who co-cited by various writers in the journal literature during
1972–1979. The map showed authors in bibliometrics asremain influential. Authors may also be categorized de-

mographically, e.g., by sex or by country of origin. central, flanked by authors in scientific communication
(including citation researchers) and in information re-We defined the authors of information science as all

those cited in 12 journals, as listed below. Authors were trieval ( including ‘‘generalists’’) . It was partly on the
evidence of this map that, in White and McCain (1989),ranked in order of citedness for the entire period covered

by Social Scisearch, 1972–1995. Co-citation data were we claimed information science to be split into two major
specialties: Bibliometricians (including citationists) onretrieved for all pairs in the top-ranked 120, from which

we produced: the one hand, and retrievalists on the other—a claim since
protested in Wilson (1996) as unnecessarily restrictive.
Harter (1992) observes that the two camps are not well

j A factor analysis of the 120 authors for the entire 24-
integrated intellectually.year span, 1972–1995, which reveals the specialty

This article sheds further light on that issue, amongstructure of the discipline. Factor analysis, unlike multi-
dimensional scaling and clustering, can show an au- others. It is the fullest example of ACA to date, with the
thor’s contribution to more than one specialty. largest data exhibits. Even so, one may envision a time

j Analyses of the 120 authors’ mean co-citation counts, when many more authors can be routinely processed for
which indicate their standing and influence in the disci- display. ACA’s present limits are computational, imposed
pline as of 1972–1979, 1980–1987, 1988–1995, and by the set-forming capabilities of DIALOG or by the
at the end of the three periods combined. SPSS multidimensional scaling programs. It is still a la-

j Two-dimensional maps of the top 100 authors in each
bor-intensive methodology, and we look forward to theof the 8-year periods (made with ALSCAL, the SPSS
day when it can be performed online by vendor-providedmultidimensional scaling program).
software or offline in personal computers with down-

j A map of authors whose ‘‘citation images’’—see be-
loaded data.low—changed markedly over the years of our study.

j A two-dimensional composite map of the authors who
are in the top 100 in all three periods—some 75 in all.
Their most cited works arguably make up the canonical Authors’ Citation Images
literature of information science. Certain statistics gen-
erated by the mapping routine (INDSCAL, a part of In any field of scholarship, writers make judgments as
ALSCAL) may bear on paradigm shift in the discipline. to who has written on what, using what methods, and

they reflect the judgments in their citing practices. Aggre-
gated over time, these practices assume definite structure:It is well known that more than one disciplinary group

has used the name ‘‘information science’’ for its activi- Writers show commonalities in how they judge the sub-
ject matter, methodology, and intellectual style of otherties. Our choice of journals operationalizes the field as it is

construed in section 5 of Machlup and Mansfield (1983), writers; for example, they often attach the same meanings
and significance to precedent works (Cozzens, 1985;where it is called ‘‘library and information sciences.’’

(We shall drop the plural and use the abbreviation L& Small, 1978). Call this structure, for which writers are
jointly not singly responsible, the consensus on past litera-IS.) Broadly speaking, this field concerns itself with mod-

eling the world of publications, with a practical goal of ture. Small (1980) equates it with a Kuhnian paradigm.
It is not, however, a consensus gained obtrusively, bybeing able to deliver their content to inquirers on demand.

It is very much implicated with large, content-bearing getting the people around a table to agree. It is defined
behaviorally, as the citing practices of many writers, andlinguistic structures like indexes, catalogs, and assem-

blages of full text. Other forms of information science, it is gained unobtrusively, through access to the citation
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data of the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) , such the same authors are mapped for more than one period,
one can look for trends and discontinuities. Such is theas those in Social Scisearch.

Author co-citation mapping with ISI data yields pic- history of a field as told by ACA.
Note that the technique omits another important vari-tures from the history of the consensus. It suggests how

authors are commonly viewed on two dimensions, often able, the identities of the works that are co-cited. While
these are recoverable through online searching, large-interpretable as subject matter and style of work. (The

poles of the latter might be labeled, e.g., hard–soft, quan- scale mapping with individual works, as opposed to oeu-
vres or journals, is feasible only with software to whichtitative–qualitative, more mathematical–less mathemati-

cal) . Author clusters placed on these two dimensions can few have access. We have not attempted here to reveal
the individual works to which citers are responding. Somebe interpreted as specialties within a discipline (White,

1990a, 1990b). authors might be stably identified with one or two con-
cepts (such as ‘‘invisible colleges’’) ; others might beThe maps transcend the viewpoint—and the individual

biases—of any one observer. For that very reason, how- more variegated in citers’ eyes, with many different uses
made of their works. Since the citation image reflects onlyever, some may dismiss them. Because the publication

process is beset with lags, ACA shows the way a field the use of one’s oeuvre by subsequent writers ( including
oneself) , it rarely implies one’s total subject range. Forlooked some time ago, not necessarily how it looks today

or will look tomorrow. Moreover, computational limits example, there are many prominent information scientists
who could claim, by virtue of their publications, to havenow constrain ACA to authors with citation records of a

certain magnitude. Others no less interesting, including worked in both retrieval theory and bibliometrics. Never-
theless, their map positions may fail to reveal it, becauseperhaps the newly fashionable, fall below the threshold.

Thus, the consensus revealed may not be the present one, their citing colleagues do not sufficiently use the full
range of their works (or have not yet) . Those mappednor the field’s open portal into the future (cf. DeMey,

1982). are like versatile actors who are typecast after success in
a particular kind of part. The ‘‘historical consensus’’ onWhat, then, is the best case to be made for ACA?

Briefly, by highlighting the main conjunctions that citers them captures only what citers have recognized them for,
not what they have actually done.have made among oeuvres, the maps and other displays

simplify literatures to writings related by use. This is a However, let us not be unduly dismissive. It is no mean
power to be able to automatically display authors in themore rigorous grouping principle than that of typical sub-

ject indexing, because it depends not on perfunctory indi- aspect most salient to their peers. (Factor analysis, as
mentioned, may suggest more than one aspect.) ACAcation of content by nonspecialists, but on repeated state-

ments of connectedness by citers with subject expertise. focuses attention on author relationships most widely per-
ceived by experts over time. As such, it should be an aidCounts of these statements, obtainable from ISI citation

indexes, are the means by which simplification is to any endeavor in which an overview of a literature or
subliterature is useful before reading begins (as in onlineachieved. Writings wholly uncited fall away from consid-

eration, as do writings cited below some minimal thresh- searching or library collection development) , or in which
simplification and synopsis are helpful to the newcomerold, which the mapper can set and vary. Left standing are

writings above the threshold, and they themselves can be (as in literature reviews or histories of a field; cf. White,
1990a, 1990b). Moreover, changes in some authors’ cita-ordered for presentation by their citation totals or aver-

ages. tion images can be detected through ACA, as will be
shown.The notion of ‘‘the historical consensus’’ in author

maps can be made more precise. What is actually mapped The decisive argument for ACA is that it enables one
to see a literature-based counterpart of one’s own over-is an author’s citation image. Everyone ever cited has

one, but only those who have been cited in many writings view of a discipline. In our experience, the agreement
between the computed and the private overview is gener-are likely to figure in ACA. In the latter case, the image

has a constant part, the author’s identity as it is rendered ally quite good. We thus have an answer for the person
who looks at our graphics and says, ‘‘I know all thatin successive reference lists. (To assemble this ‘‘con-

stant,’’ one must know the different ways in which citers already.’’ If that indeed is the case, then we have made
technical progress, since we can now reproduce much ofmay cite the same author, the means for differentiating

identically named authors, and the data entry conventions the disciplinary expert’s view on behalf of someone who
does not know as much, and we can do it without benefitof ISI.) The image also has a variable part, the gradually

increasing set of other author-names that co-occur with of the expert. Of course, ACA might also help the expert
who wants visual corroboration, from external sources,a given author in those lists. At the end of a time period,

ACA sums up the record by mapping the author as a of what would otherwise be private knowledge. It can
automatically generate ancillae to insiders’ histories andsingle point among other selected author-points on the

basis of the repeated co-occurrences. Authors with similar reviews, such as those in Vakkari and Cronin (1992) and
Olaisen, Munch-Petersen, and Wilson (1996).profiles of co-occurrences are displayed close together. If
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TABLE 1. Journals used to define information science. annual meeting); two, by its British counterparts, the As-
sociation of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux

Information science (Journal of Documentation) and the Institute of Informa-
Annual Review of Information Science and Technology

tion Scientists (Journal of Information Science) . WeInformation Processing & Management (and Information
added three further English-language journals with strongStorage & Retrieval)

Journal of the American Society for Information Science IS orientations, as indicated by title and scope statements.
Journal of Documentation Finally, we added four journals representing research in
Journal of Information Science the development of automated library systems and elec-
Library & Information Science Research (and Library Research)

tronic or digital libraries.Proceedings of the American Society for Information Science (and
On Social Scisearch, the online SSCI, we retrieved theProceedings of the ASIS Annual Meeting)

Scientometrics set of all articles from these 12 serials from 1972 through
Library automation 1995 inclusive. Not all 12 have runs coextensive with

Electronic Library Social Scisearch; some started earlier and some, later.
Information Technology and Libraries (and Journal of Library

When applicable, we searched serials under both presentAutomation)
and former titles; the latter are parenthesized in Table 1.Library Resources & Technical Services

Program—Automated Library and Information Systems DIALOG’s RANK command was then used to order the
authors in the 12 serials by their citation counts over
the 24-year period. These counts are thus subsets of the
authors’ total counts in Social Scisearch. In a study ofThis capability in ACA qualifies it, and similar kinds

of domain analysis, as a form of artificial intelligence information science per se, we do not necessarily want
to list the latter, especially those of multidisciplinary be-(AI). It is a form that takes advantage of the intelligence

stored in repeated linkages of texts rather than in clever hemoths like Thomas S. Kuhn, Robert K. Merton, and
Herbert A. Simon.new programming, and so it is not likely to attract much

attention in traditional AI. That leaves an opening for Implemented in 1993, RANK allows searchers to re-
trieve a set of documents and then, within that set, toASIS-type information scientists. It is our sense that huge

amounts of domain knowledge remain to be exploited in rank all the terms from a particular field by frequency
of occurrence. European bibliometricians have long beenbibliographic and textual databases—not the first place

that typical AI researchers would look. familiar with its equivalents (e.g., ZOOM on ESA/IRS,
EXTRACT on DIMDI, GET on ORBIT, and MEMS on
Questel) . For American researchers it is a godsend, in

Methodology
that it opens DIALOG’s rich library of databases, includ-
ing the citation databases of ISI, to co-occurrence analy-Given current computational resources, the primary de-

cision in author co-citation analysis is the choice of the sis. DIALOG users who wish to gather citation counts
for author or journal co-citation maps can now do so onlyauthors to be mapped. The roster of authors for the present

article was created from a broader base and with rather semilaboriously, although there are still sharp limits on
what can be done.less subjective criteria than in White and Griffith (1981).

Most of the 39 authors mapped there were chosen because We downloaded the 300 highest-ranking authors and,
as a matter of practicality, elected to base our co-citationthey appeared in Griffith’s (1980) ‘‘key papers’’ anthol-

ogy; the remainder were his or White’s personal additions. analysis on the top 120. To obtain co-citation counts for
120 authors requires the ANDing of 120 (119)/2 Å 7,140The number 39 was imposed by what a multidimensional

scaling program could then handle (MDSCAL’s 40 distinct author pairs. This is no small task on DIALOG,
even with its expanded retrieval set limit (from a maxi-cases) . That number has risen to 100 with ALSCAL, the

multidimensional scaling routine in SPSS, and we wished mum of 200 sets to at least 400 sets in 1996). In the
early 1980s, it was possible to use an in-house DIALOGto press the new capability to the fullest extent. At the

same time, we wished to let ‘‘the field’’ dictate its top command called .INTERSECT to AND multiple pairs of
terms relatively easily, but that command was withdrawnauthors rather than choosing them ourselves. At present,

the best way to do this is by operationalizing the field in in 1983. Since then, online collection of co-citation data
has been difficult (McCain, 1990). Fortunately, we wereterms of its journals.

The 1993 Journal Citation Reports for Social Sciences able to use a macro by one of our former students, Lauris
Olson, which involves saving DIALOG sets online andCitation Index (SSCI) lists 53 titles in the journal subject

category ‘‘Information Science & Library Science.’’ In then combining them in intersection statements created
offline. The macro systematically uploads unique blocksorder to limit our universe as much as possible to authors

writing in mainstream information science, basic or ap- of statements until, over the matrix of all possible author
pairs, all nonduplicate pairs have been ANDed. This wasplied, we chose the 12 serials listed in Table 1. Three

are sponsored by the American Society for Information done for each of our three time periods, 1972–1979,
1980–1987, and 1988–1995, in Social Scisearch in earlyScience (JASIS, ARIST, and the Proceedings of the ASIS
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1996. Periods were identified by accession number ranges tors extracted. Missing data were handled through means
with the LIMITALL command. substitution.

Social Scisearch made changes in its coverage of the The Pearson r correlation matrices for ALSCAL and
information science literature over the three periods, CLUSTER in SPSS were generated with another SPSS
which would affect co-citation counts. We do not know rountine, CORRELATIONS (cf. McCain, 1990). They
the extent of the changes, but we note them as a source were treated as nonmetric (ordinal) similarity data in
of uncontrolled variation in our data. Another source of ALSCAL and grouped by the complete linkage method
uncontrolled variation is that, from 1972 to 1995, most in CLUSTER. Subdisciplinary groupings of the author-
of the oeuvres were themselves changing as their living points on the maps are based on the dendograms from
authors brought out new works. CLUSTER. Missing data were handled through pairwise

While our authors were chosen on the basis of their deletion.
citation counts in 12 serials, we did not attempt to limit The ALSCAL maps for each 8-year period could have
their co-citation counts to those occurring in the 12; the only 100 authors apiece, and so, for each period, the 100
set-formations would have become prohibitively numer- authors with the highest mean co-citation counts were
ous. Rather, we took their co-citation counts from Social chosen from the pool of 120. As it happens, 75 authors
Scisearch as a whole and thus picked up the full range have sufficiently high means to appear on all three maps.
of references to our authors (including self-citations) after Of the remainder, some do not ‘‘make the cut’’ until the
they have been paired. In the first step, sets were made second or third period; others make it in the first or second
of all articles in which a particular author is cited, for and then fall below it. Coincidentally, the 120 authors
example, ‘‘Select CAÅGriffith B?’’ where ‘‘CA’’ means originally chosen cover the full range of authors from the
‘‘cited author.’’ ISI replaces cited authors’ first and mid- three separate periods.
dle names with initials. The truncation symbol ? allows Authors in the top 100 in all three periods—‘‘the ca-
one to retrieve citing articles whether they cite an author nonical 75’’—were separately mapped with INDSCAL,
by first-name initial only or by those for additional names. a routine in the ALSCAL bundle that does a specialized
Some erroneously high counts result from this proce- kind of multidimensional scaling. The input data to IN-
dure—for example, ‘‘CA Å Wilson P?’’ retrieves papers DSCAL are judgments on the similarity of a set of stimuli
citing P. Wilsons other than the intended Patrick Wil- by a set of judges. INDSCAL reveals not only the judges’
son—but these are largely corrected in the second step

composite view of the stimuli in multidimensional space,
when pairs of authors are ANDed, since only the ‘‘right’’

but the weight each individual judge gives each dimen-
P. Wilson co-occurs in reference lists with such informa-

sion; INDSCAL is short for ‘‘individual differences scal-
tion scientists as T. Saracevic or M. Kochen. Special sets

ing.’’ We used the individual weights in a new way (ex-
were formed for authors who have published under differ-

plained further below) to explore the notion of ‘‘paradigment names (e.g., Karen Markey or Drabenstott; Pauline
shift’’ as it affects the canonical 75.Atherton or Cochrane) or whose surnames are compli-

These ‘‘all caps’’ statististical routines like ALSCALcated (e.g., Derek de Solla Price, cited as Price, Solla
and INDSCAL appear as headings in SPSS manuals (e.g.,Price, and de Solla Price) .
SPSS, 1990), where their output is explained at lengthOnce the co-citation counts were obtained, we used
for generalist readers.the computer techniques described in McCain (1990) to

We used DeltaGraph charting software to map the au-make the maps. As is well known, the closeness of author
thor points in two dimensions according to their ALSCALpoints on such maps is algorithmically related to their
coordinates. There was no rotation of axes. When neces-similarity as perceived by citers. We use Pearson r as a
sary, we reversed the polarity (positive and negativemeasure of similarity between author pairs, because it
signs) of ALSCAL’s default coordinates, so that the newregisters the likeness in shape of their co-citation count
maps would have the same left-right orientation as inprofiles over all other authors in the set. (Pearson r has
White and Griffith (1981) and Persson (1994). This pro-been criticized for obscuring the relative height of pro-
vides continuity of display without affecting substantivefiles, but we have other ways of suggesting that.) White
interpretation.and Griffith’s way of evaluating the diagonal in the raw

The two-dimensional space in which the authors ap-data matrix before correlation was replaced by McCain’s
pear is relative, not absolute, and it fails to capture certain(1990) treatment of the diagonal as missing data. Little
relationships among oeuvres that appear in higher dimen-difference between the two treatments is observable on
sionality. By rotating author points in three-dimensionalactual maps.
space, as can now be done with microcomputer software,The raw co-citation counts were converted to Pearson
one can bring out features that two-dimensional projec-r correlation matrices by the FACTOR routine in SPSS,
tions may hide, but we decided to go with the defaultand factors were extracted by principal components analy-
output on the ground that it is most replicable. It alsosis with varimax rotation. The default criterion of ‘‘eigen-

values greater than one’’ determined the number of fac- resembles what online searchers would get if, in real time,
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software could put 2-D co-citation maps on their screens discipline. These include figures who have not published
directly in it, such as Bush, the Coles, Knuth, Kuhn,to guide literature retrieval.

We must add that we do not regard our 120 authors Merton, Shannon, Winograd, and Zipf. Others, such as
Crane, Machlup, Shneiderman, Simon, and Zuckerman,as wholly definitive of information science, past, present,

or future. As in White and Griffith (1981), the N was have contributed to L&IS journals, but are known primar-
ily for work in other fields.set by computational limits and does not come close to

exhausting the authors in information science, even in the Of those who teach in schools that offer degrees in
librarianship, few are practicing librarians. In a separatelimited sense of the field as defined by the journals we

chose. Hundreds of other authors are cited in those jour- article, we may address the degree of overlap between
these authors of information science and the authors mostnals, and their number could be extended by adding other

journals in L&IS. A still larger group could be selected cited in library science journals. It is considerable, but,
as one would suspect, many authors in the latter list dofrom journals outside L&IS proper. There are also new

information scientists on the Internet who do not even not appear here.
Our selection rules to some degree privilege authorspublish (perhaps because they are so busy selling search-

engine stock). For choosing representative authors from who have been around a long while, in particular those
who were established enough in the 1970s to make thea much larger group, citedness above some threshold

seems a good criterion, both fair and replicable. But it list during the early years of Social Scisearch (1972– ).
These include ancestral figures from the 1920–1950 pe-leaves out many information scientists whose work we

know and respect, and colleagues could supply further riod (Lotka, Zipf, Bradford, Shannon, Merton, Bush), as
well as many more who had made their reputations be-omissions. We would simply claim that a set of 120 oeu-

vres exceeds those of past studies and should suffice for tween 1950 and 1970 (e.g., Price, Garfield, Brookes,
Kochen, Salton, Sparck Jones) . Note, however, that suchour main purpose, which is to convey, through representa-

tive authors’ names, the main subdivisions of the field as persons had to remain well-enough cited during the entire
1972–1995 period to remain in competition. Note, too,they have evolved in the past quarter-century.
that our rules were sufficiently inclusive to bring in doz-
ens of persons who rose to distinction from 1970 on,

Results
some quite recently.

While probably few will be surprised by the early fig-
The 120 Authors

ures who made the list, we would remind readers to con-
trast the continuing citedness of, e.g., Lotka, Bradford,Table 2 alphabetizes the 120 most-cited authors in the

specified journals for 1972–1995. The additional infor- Bush, and Shannon, with that of other precursors, such
as Donkers-Duyvis, whose contributions are in relativemation given for each author indicates some disciplinary

and institutional bases of information science, broadly eclipse (cf. Buckland, 1996). Citation records and images
are important to the intellectual historian not least becauseconstrued. The field is indeed multidisciplinary and would

appear even more so had we listed the disciplines in which they raise questions as to why some authors remain influ-
ential for many years, while others, perhaps as deserving,contributors were trained, instead of our best guess at

those (often suggested by academic departmental names) do not.
In the vein of Mullins (1973) on theory groups, itin which they are or were employed. The disciplines in

which the 120 hold advanced degrees extend across the would be interesting to trace mentor–student and ‘‘trusted
assessor’’ links among persons in the top 120 (and be-arts and sciences. Their affiliations include universities,

public organizations, and private firms. yond); some definitely exist, although that line of inquiry
exceeds our scope here. We can, however, report that theInstitutions placing at least three authors in the top

120 over the years include MIT (6), Michigan (5), UC male–female ratio on the list is exactly 5 to 1 (100
to 20).Berkeley (5) , UCLA (5), Illinois (4) , Rutgers (4) , Syra-

cuse (4) , Columbia (3) , and Drexel (3) . A fair number of Since this is Anglophone information science, our au-
thors are overwhelmingly North American or British, butother institutions have placed two. (Different assignments

would produce slightly different results, e.g., assigning Braun, Egghe, Ingwersen, Moed, and Schubert represent
continental Europe, and Lawani, Africa.Paisley to Stanford would give Stanford three authors.

But Table 2 has the most recent affiliations we could
verify.) The authors are not necessarily from schools of

Specialties
library and information science—for example, Colum-
bia’s are all from its department of sociology, and MIT The results of the factor analysis, incorporating 24

years’ worth of data for the 120 authors, are presented inhas never had such a school. Moreover, the list contains
a number of widely influential researchers who are not Table 3. They could hardly be clearer or more revealing

as to the nature of the discipline.information scientists at all ( in the L&IS sense) , but
whose works have nevertheless been important to the Twelve factors were extracted; jointly (R 2) , they ex-
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TABLE 2. Names, disciplines, and institutions of 120 authors in information science

plain 84% of the variance. After rotation, they appear, if our labels are contested, these wholly automatic out-
comes will probably make good sense to anyone familiarfrom left, in order of decreasing variance explained. The

present writers labeled them in the column headings. Even with ASIS-style information science. Whether one reads
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TABLE 3. Factor analysis of 120 authors in information science.

(continued)
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TABLE 3. Factor analysis of 120 authors in information science (continued).
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down the columns or across the rows, they seem both of ‘‘real world’’ databases; terms such as ‘‘INSPEC’’ or
‘‘DIALOG’’ occasionally profane their pens. Of course,accurate and sensitive to nuance.

The first eight factors alone explain 78% of the vari- the separation between the experimental and the practical
retrievalists is by no means pure; Table 3 shows manyance. All have seven or more authors with loadings

greater than 0.60 and may be interpreted as specialties authors loading above 0.30 in both specialties, and the
interesting thing is to see how the factor analysis bestowswithin the discipline. The ninth factor captures a rather

less coherent group of extradisciplinary authors whose the primary identification. It would appear, for example,
that citers take Lancaster as an experimental retrievalistideas have been imported into information science (e.g.,

Winograd, Knuth, Machlup). The remaining factors pick first and a practical retrievalist second, while for Tenopir,
the reverse is the case.up either interesting isolates (Austin, Farradane, Allen)

or some residual variation in authors whose main loadings The next specialty we call bibliometrics—a word often
used to subsume the specialty we labeled citation analy-are elsewhere.

Authors are ranked in the specialty on which they load sis. However, unlike the citationists, the authors who load
primarily here, including the pioneers Lotka, Bradford,most highly. If they also have loadings above 0.30 on

other factors, those are given as well. The latter can be and Zipf, are most interested in mathematically modeling
certain regularities in textual or bibliographic statisticalread as recognition for contributions to more than one

specialty. Readers of this journal will often know what distributions, irrespective of the literatures from which
they come. Although they may use subject literatures inthese contributions are; also, why many authors load on

one factor only. If not, searches in Social Scisearch may their examples, their bent is away from the disciplinary
particulars that interest the citationists and toward claimssuggest answers by showing authors’ most cited works.

The 0.30 reporting threshold is conventional. A stricter that are relatively timeless, general, and abstract. Chrono-
logically, much of their work predates the availability ofstandard would put the threshold at twice the size of

statistically significant Pearson r’s in the input matrix, data from the Institute for Scientific Information, and even
present-day authors in this tradition, such as Egghe, arewhich here would be roughly 0.50. If that is done, our

factors come close to displaying ‘‘simple structure,’’ in not known for their dependence on data from ISI.
General library systems theory is a not altogether satis-which each variable (author) loads on only one factor

(specialty) . Psychometricians like simple structure be- factory name for a body of writings on library automation,
library operations research, library and information ser-cause it makes the relation between variables and factors

unambiguous. However, we find little to puzzle over when vice policy, retrieval system evaluation, and many other
interconnected topics. The factor’s four top authors, Kent,a 0.30 threshold shows authors loading on multiple spe-

cialties; the loadings are almost always meaningful in King, Hayes, and Kilgour, are long-time leaders in the
movement to computerize library-based information ser-terms of what we know of their work. We invite readers,

including authors in the table, to check our perceptions. vices. They brought to it encyclopedic interests (Kent,
literally) that others in the specialty also display. Note,The two biggest specialties, obviously, are experimen-

tal retrieval, which focuses on the design and evaluation for example, that most of the authors loading on this factor
have written textbooks or wide-ranging monographs forof document retrieval systems, and citation analysis,

which focuses on the interconnectedness of scientific and use in schools of library and information science. A ten-
dency to integrate and synthesize may be seen not onlyscholarly literatures, usually with data from ISI. Almost

half the authors in our study have their main loadings on among those whose main loadings are here, such as Buck-
land and M. D. Cooper, but also among those with lesserone of these two factors—30 retrievalists and 28 cita-

tionists. Remarkably, there is almost no overlap of mem- loadings, such as Lancaster, Kantor, Kochen, and Line.
The specialty we call user theory is appropriatelybership: None among those who load primarily with the

retrievalists, and in only two cases among those who load headed by Dervin, author of a highly cited chapter on
‘‘information needs and uses’’ in the 1986 ARIST. Pais-primarily with the citationists. This does not mean that

authors in the two groups (say, Price and Salton) are ley, also here, wrote the ARIST chapter on the same topic
in 1971. Those who load primarily on this factor, suchnever co-cited; in fact, the raw data show a great deal of

low-level co-citation among them. But to load above the as Taylor, T. D. Wilson, and Ingwersen, have developed
the cognitive side of information science. The main load-0.30 threshold in both specialties in the factor analysis

requires relatively high levels of co-citation in both. The ing of the field’s most acute philosopher, Patrick Wilson,
appears here as well.only authors in the entire set so recognized by citers—a

considerable achievement—are Kochen and Smith. The secondary loadings in the user theory specialty
exemplify the factor-analytic technique’s sensitivity toThe third biggest specialty we have labeled practical

retrieval. Unlike the experimental retrievalists, the au- nuance. It will be seen that authors who write about litera-
tures—the citationists, bibliometricians, and scientificthors in this group, rather than working with content-

neutral indexing theory, thought experiments, or docu- communication people—never load above 0.30 on this
factor, apparently because citers do not perceive theirment testbeds, have tended to discuss retrieval in terms
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work as having the right psychological content. On the readily interpretable. O’Neill’s dual interest in bibliome-
trics and OPACs is captured. The loadings of Svenoniusother hand, quite a few retrievalists load above 0.30, and

this suggests the nature of the cognition involved. It has suggest the connections among OPACs, experimental re-
trieval, and subject indexing theory. Gorman is present—to do with problem-solving at the interface where litera-

tures are winnowed down for users with: Question formu- although his (1990) lampoon denies that information
science exists—as the doyen of the Anglo-American Cat-lation, search strategies, information-seeking styles, rele-

vance judgments, and the like. Note that the factor by aloging Rules, a major document in making OPACs pos-
sible.no means picks out all retrievalists; those perceived as

comparatively uninterested in user psychology, such as As was said, the chief remaining factor seems a collec-
tion of authors in other disciplines from whom informa-Maron, van Rijsbergen, Meadow, and Bourne, do not load

here. But authors who perceptibly are interested, as shown tion science has imported ideas—e.g., cognitive science
(Winograd), information theory (Shannon), computerby their writings and speeches, are picked out. Saracevic

and Belkin load in the 0.50s; Borgman, Fidel, and Bates science (Knuth) —that are all variously relevant to the
central concern of information science, the human–com-in the 0.40s; Oddy, Harter, Katzer, Swanson, Fenichel,

Cuadra, and Buckland, in the 0.30s. This seems quite a puter–literature interface. An early symbol of this inter-
face at its utopian best is the memex of Vannevar Bush,discriminating selection from among the 100-plus authors

who do not load mainly on the user-theory factor. Other who loads on this and three others factors.
Most readers will have already detected nonrandomfactors may be examined for the same kind of sensitivity,

with the same good results overall. patterns of cohesion across the 12 factors when authors
load above 0.30 on more than one. Experimental andAuthors loading mainly on scientific communication

all have strong disciplinary identities outside L&IS—for practical retrieval cohere in this sense, and so do citation
analysis and bibliometrics. In fact, as both author cross-example, in sociology. They may be thought of as expli-

cating the social systems of science, including those in loadings and the maps below suggest, almost all of the
factors or specialties in Table 3 can be aggregated upwardwhich formal publication of results is an important (but

not the only important) part. The sociologists among them into two larger subdisciplines: (1) The analytical study
of learned literatures and their social contexts, comprisingall have loadings, some quite high, in citation analysis,

confirming their relevance to the study of scientific litera- citation analysis and citation theory, bibliometrics, and
communication in science and R&D; and (2) the studytures. (It will also be noted that several citationists load

high in scientific communication, e.g., Price, Garvey, of the human–computer–literature interface, comprising
experimental and practical retrieval, general library sys-Griffith, and Chubin.)

Kuhn and Merton, of course, are giants of the social tems theory, user theory, OPACs, and indexing theory.
The point to note is that authors with loadings on moresciences, and Simon is a Nobel laureate; they are read in

several disciplines, and their citation counts run well into than one factor tend to load in one of the subdisciplines:
They are essentially ‘‘literatures people’’ or ‘‘retrievalthe thousands. But it may come as a surprise that they

are orienting theorists in L&IS. This is partly attributable people.’’ Thus, Pao is recognized as both a citationist
and a mathematical bibliometrician; Harter, as both anto their prominence in the journal Scientometrics, but it

will be found that they are also well cited—particularly experimental and practical retrievalist. Much rarer is rec-
ognition for work not only across specialties but in bothSimon—in other L&IS journals, such as JASIS. James

Martin, the writer on computerized information systems, subdisciplines. As mentioned, Kochen and Smith have it;
Smith’s loadings imply that she is about equally knownapparently loads here not because of strong conceptual

ties with the others but because he happens to be cited as an experimental retrievalist, a practical retrievalist, and
a citationist. Others in this company include Tague-Sut-with them in several review articles—an example of how

the factor-analytic technique occasionally may mislead. cliffe and Zunde (experimental retrieval and bibliome-
trics) , the very versatile Tagliacozzo (citation analysis,But Allen, known for studies of communication in R&D

settings, seems rightly placed in this column. (He loads practical retrieval, general library theory, and OPACs),
and O’Neill (bibliometrics and OPACs). A number ofslightly more on the last factor, which is largely his own.)

The design of computerized library catalogs, especially authors connect the literature-oriented specialties of cita-
tion analysis and bibliometrics with the more retrieval-for subject searching, is the province of authors who load

on OPACs (online public access catalogs) . It makes sense oriented specialities of general library theory and user
theory: Line, Martyn, Vickery, Morse, Chen, Buckland,that leading authors here, such as Matthews, Hildreth,

Cochrane, and Drabenstott, load secondarily in practical Paisley, and Bush. But that is about it, in a field of 120.
We agree with Harter (1992) that the two subdisci-retrieval, just as several of the primary authors there, such

as Borgman and Fidel, also turn up here. We again note plines of information science are not yet well integrated.
Thus, a would-be synthesist might look for clues towardthe discernment with which secondary authors were auto-

matically picked out: For example, the presence of Dosz- integration in the works of authors who are highly cited in
both. Given the authors named, however, such recognitionkocs, Kilgour, Avram, and Austin on this factor are all
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probably reflects versatility in carrying out different proj- may infer the changing influence of individual authors
ects at different times in their careers, rather than success- during 1972–1995. At the bottom of Table 4, we give as
ful syntheses already published on their part. Kochen may reference points two overall averages for each set of mean
be an exception. counts. Under the 1972–1979 columns, for example, 1.92

White and Griffith (1982) contrasted authors with a is the overall mean, and 1.52 the overall median, for the
high loading on a single factor and authors with lower 120 mean counts from Garfield’s to Knuth’s.
loadings on several. The identities of the first were said Why not simply display authors’ total citation counts?
to be ‘‘crystallized,’’ while the second were ‘‘diffuse’’ We have them as they appeared when we found the most-
and ‘‘pervasive.’’ In the present author set, highly crystal- cited authors in 12 journals in early 1996. But we lack
lized authors are exemplified by Yu and Radecki, or Moed total counts for 120 authors in 12 journals (some with
and Moravcsik: Their citation images are, to date, very two titles) in each of the 8-year periods; subsetting on
much fixed in a single specialty. Perhaps more interesting DIALOG can be taken only so far. Table 4 reflects what
are authors who are protean influences. The champions was feasible as a by-product of our co-occurrence data.
here are Cuadra and Kochen, who load on five specialties Nevertheless, little is lost, since authors’ mean co-citation
each. Bates, Fidel, Tagliacozzo, Rice, and Bush load on counts and their total counts in the 12 journals for the
four, and many other authors load on three. This does not entire 1972–1995 period yield much the same informa-
necessarily mean that the diffusely loading authors write tion. The linear relationship between the two is very
on more topics than those who load on one. It means that, strong (r Å 0.84). Moreover, a few social scientists—
irrespective of content, their oeuvres are cited in a greater the Coles, Crane, Kuhn, Merton, Simon, and Zucker-
variety of contexts, that is, with a greater variety of other man—are intercited so much as a group that their co-
oeuvres. citation means notably overpredict their total counts in

Counts of the number of factors on which an author information science. If these authors are removed from
loads are specific to the literature and the time period the 120, the linear relationship becomes very strong in-
being analyzed. In White and Griffith (1982), which deed (r Å 0.95), suggesting that mean co-citation counts
looked at studies of science, technology, and society—a may substitute for total counts in gauging reputations.
field that overlaps information science—Merton loaded These mean counts should not be confused with annual
above the threshold on six factors; here, he loads above

means, that is, with each author’s citation count for a
it on two. Only if we could simultaneously analyze the

period divided by the period’s number of years. Rather,
citation records for thousands of authors across scores of

for each period, they are the sum of each author’s co-
disciplines could we approach something like absolute

citations with all other authors divided by 119. (The ex-knowledge of their citedness across specialties. And even
cluded case is each author’s co-citation count with himselfthat knowledge would be time-dependent. For example,
or herself, which we treat as missing data.) If an articleseparate factor analyses on our authors for 1972–1979,
cited Salton with 11 other authors from among our 120,1980–1987, and 1988–1995 show a few ‘‘short-lived’’
that would increment Salton’s total count in our frame-specialties, such as one in library operations research in
work by 11.the early period, that disappear in the analysis of data for

Note that the counts being averaged are counts ofthe full 24 years. Our remarks on authors here should be
whole articles in which pairs of authors are both men-read in this light; they result from many acts of judgment,
tioned at least once. They are not counts of all co-refer-not raw natural fact. Nevertheless, even with its present
ences within articles. For example, an article that citeslimitations, the factor-analytic approach to ACA seems
one work by Salton and one work by Croft increases theirto us useful, informative, and well worth pursuing with
co-citation count by one, and so does an article that citesother literatures.
three works by Salton and five works by Croft. This is a
convention of DIALOG retrieval with intersections of the

Eminence Cited Author field in ISI databases. One could score au-
thors on the basis of every co-mention, but that wouldTable 4 suggests the course of 120 reputations in infor-
entail laborious recourse to ISI’s printed citation indexesmation science, as here defined. It presents each author’s
rather than online searches in DIALOG.mean number of co-citations with the other 119 authors

Ultimately, the means here depend on how many timesfor each of the 8-year segments and for the entire 24-
one is cited overall within the context of the other highlyyear period. Authors are ranked high to low by the latter
cited authors in information science. Salton, for example,in the italicized column. Some authors, of course, had
was co-cited with each of the other 119 authors aboutno citation counts during 1972–1979, so their rankings
seven times, on average, during 1972–1977, about 12depend on their citedness later.
times during 1980–1987, and about 21 times duringBy comparing the italicized rankings, one may infer
1988–1995, for an overall average of about 13.5. Thisthe eminence of authors. By observing growth, stasis, or

decline in citedness across the three time periods, one record makes him not only a very eminent figure but one
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TABLE 4. Mean co-citation counts for 120 authors in information science.
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whose influence continued to increase during the period of changes in the latter over time. We are well aware that
of our study. the means are an imperfect indicator. Citedness is not the

It should be borne in mind, of course, that the co- only form of influence, and, even if it were, our data do
citation counts of everyone in the matrix, including Sal- not capture the quality of individual citations; they do
ton, are distributed neither uniformly nor normally. In the not, for example, distinguish between self-citation and
familiar pattern, they exhibit high positive skew: Authors citation by others, or between perfunctory and nonper-
are co-cited often with relatively few others and seldom functory references to an author’s work. Nevertheless, we
or never with many others ( there are many zeros in the think that rendering abstract influence as concrete cited-
cells) . Thus, their means are pulled upward by untypical ness is an operationalization worth retaining, in that it
values at the high end of the skew, and in that sense they allows one to give evidence for judgments that might
misrepresent the actual distributions of the counts. otherwise rest solely on intuition.

Nevertheless, we think the rank-ordering of means pro- Across the three 8-year periods in Table 4, each au-
vides a plausible list of nominees for the 15 or 20 most thor’s means fall into a few standard patterns. One of the
distinguished contributors to information science in the most common is for the mean to go up and then up again.
contemporary period. (The substitution of medians for The questions in that case are, how large are the increases
means produces a list with many tied authors, including and from how high a base? Another common pattern is
some tied at zero when their means are non-zero, and up and then down. This is a pattern frequently observed
thus is much less discriminating.) We expect most readers when tracing the annual citation counts of papers, which
would intuitively supply much the same list if a poll were sooner or later reach a peak and then decline (Aversa,
made, which is an essential test of an indicator. The only 1985). Here, the up–down pattern is exhibited with oeu-
further consideration in the ranking is whether one would vres rather than papers and may betoken the peaking of
want to include figures such as Merton, Kuhn, Crane, and an author’s influence. (Those whose pattern here is up
Simon, who are not primarily information scientists. and up simply have not had this happen to them yet.)

We shall limit our comments here to the top four names Rarer patterns are down–up and down–down. Occasion-
in the listing. All seem appropriately singled out. Garfield, ally, no change from one period to the next is seen.
although a somewhat special case because of his ability By taking differences in means, we can show changes
to cite himself in his weekly column in Current Contents, in influence over our time periods. Figure 1, a stacked
is unquestionably a major figure because of his founding bargraph, illustrates. For all authors in Table 4, two differ-
of ISI and his voluminous inquiries into aspects of citation ences were taken: The first between their mean counts in
analysis, bibliometrics, scientific communication, and in- the early and the middle periods, and the second between
formation retrieval. Salton and Price are the two names their mean counts in the middle and the late periods. Light
most likely to be eponymic in recent disciplinary history. gray bars depict the first difference; dark gray, the second.
Thus, one could speak of the ‘‘Saltonian period’’ of infor- The longer the bar, the greater the difference. Authors
mation retrieval, roughly 1965–1995, and everyone in

have been ranked high to low by the first difference
the field would know what was meant. (Croft, 1996, uses

(which was positive for almost everyone), allowing the
‘‘Post-Salton’’ to describe IR’s present phase.) In the

second to play freely. Note that the nonabsolute zero-same way, one might cogently designate the years 1960–
point in Figure 1 merely denotes no difference in means,1983 as the ‘‘Pricean period’’ of bibliometrics. Finally,
whereas the absolute zero-point in Table 4 denotes ab-although we have not heard ‘‘Lancastrean’’ used to name
sence of co-citation.the last quarter-century of L&IS, Lancaster is the author

Dark gray bars to the right of the light gray ones indi-whose citation record most firmly links information sci-
cate the pattern up and up, characteristic of authors withence with library science, and probably the single best
late-period gains. For example, the top-ranked author,representative of the union of the academic discipline
Garfield, had a very sizeable gain from the early to thewith professional practice.
middle period, but only a small gain from the middle toWe conclude that means like those in Table 4 are
the late. We surmise that his reputation is large but fairlyan acceptable way of assessing reputations. Authors can
static.readily be compared by decile, quintile, and so on. The

Dark gray bars to the left of the zero-point indicatedata may be gathered unobtrusively online, and they are
the pattern up and down, characteristic of authors whoseobtainable for far more authors than could reasonably be
citedness may have peaked during the middle period. Forcovered in a poll.
example, Price had the next largest initial gain, but his

Changes in Influence mean count decreases when the second difference is
taken. A brilliant intellect, he probably would have re-Here we shall construe eminence as influence and treat

changes in authors’ mean co-citation counts as indicators mained highly influential had he not died in 1983.

FIG. 1. Differences in mean co-citation of 120 authors over two periods.
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The remaining patterns are seen mostly at the bottom We have not, as in the past, drawn lines around smaller
clusters of authors corresponding to their specialties. Theof Figure 1. Absence of a bar (of either shade) indicates

no difference between given periods (Knuth, Allen, and crowding of many names on the maps makes this difficult,
and, besides, the specialties are better conveyed by theLeimkuhler furnish examples) . When both light and dark

gray bars are to the left of the zero-point, the authors’ factor analysis of the earlier section. To a great extent,
however, the authors forming specialties in the factormeans went down and down, a sign of declining influence

over the 24 years of our study. Cleverdon and Cuadra, analysis will be found to have been placed near each other
in the maps.on the other hand, exhibited the unusual pattern down

and up; obviously, one must not rule out the possibility The space defined by author coordinates varies from
map to map, and axes are not necessarily symmetrical. Aof revivals that restore authors to earlier levels or higher.

Of prime interest here are means that shot up for the small circle has been placed at each map’s origin as a
guide to the presence or absence of axial symmetry. Theperiod 1988–1995, since authors who had very marked

gains in this period are often those who, on other grounds, axes in the maps have not been labeled, but their interpre-
tation will be discussed in a later section.have become prominent in the field in the last decade

or so. Figure 1 makes them stand out dramatically. In Two-dimensional solutions in placing the author-
points are in all cases quite powerful. Bear in mind thatdescending order of gains, they are Belkin, Saracevic,

Salton, Borgman, Bates, Dervin, Blair, and Croft, all pri- these solutions are for 100 cases each—considerably
more than we have seen in other reported uses of multidi-marily retrievalists. A second group, more of a mixed

bag, includes McCain, Egghe, Fox, Fidel, van Rijsbergen, mensional scaling. The R 2 goodness-of-fit values for two
dimensions are 0.87 (early period), 0.87 (middle period),Ingwersen, Moed, and Rice. Saracevic, Salton, and van

Rijsbergen, of course, were well established in the 1970s, and 0.91 (late period; respective values for Kruskal’s
Stress 1 measure are 0.18, 0.17, and 0.14).but the others did not really come into their own until the

1980s and 1990s. As things turn out, information science looks rather
like Australia: Heavily coastal in its development, with aHistorians may want to know not only who emerged

but what specialties produced them, and it is instructive sparsely settled interior.
We refer, of course, to the pronounced division be-to relate these 16 names back to specialties in which they

load strongly, as shown in Table 3. Thus, we find Croft, tween the two main groups of authors and the relative
absence of figures useful to both. Three independent pic-van Rijsbergen, Fox, Blair, Salton, Belkin, and Saracevic

all representing experimental retrieval, which clearly is tures of information science yield essentially the same
result. Whether we examine the maps for 1972–1979,a viable area in all periods. Borgman, Fidel, and Bates

represent practical retrieval, and Dervin and Ingwersen 1980–1987, or 1988–1995, those interested in aspects of
retrieval form a large cluster at right, and those interestedrepresent user theory. But note the contingent, retriev-

alists all, who also load on user theory: Belkin, Saracevic, in aspects of literatures and communication form another
at left. More specifically, the experimental retrievalistsBorgman, Fidel, and Bates. (Blair, 1990, shows that he,

too, is interested in this area.) We regard this as evidence are the upper group at right; the practical retrievalists,
writers on OPACs, and user theorists are the lower. Gen-that the cognitive side of information science, which some

retrievalists tend to ignore in favor of algorithms, has eral library systems theorists also appear on the right
side, tending toward the center. At left, the citationistsemerged during the 1980s and 1990s as a major enter-

prise. are above, and the writers on scientific communication
are below. Across the top is a scattering of bibliometri-Of the remaining emergent authors, McCain, Moed,

and Rice represent a new unfolding of citation analysis, cians, while across the bottom are extradisciplinary fig-
ures from whom ideas are imported. The central areasand Egghe, of mathematical bibliometrics. We stop arbi-

trarily with these 16, leaving readers to trace eminence always have something in common with what, in the early
days of Australian exploration, was called ‘‘the ghastlyand influence further with the ample data in Table 4 and

Figure 1. blank.’’
The first finding to note is the overall stability of infor-

mation science, as here defined. Some author-points un-
The Maps

dergo remarkable changes of position from map to map,
but many more authors stay put in discernible specialties.Figures 2 through 4 are our 8-year period maps. We

shall use them to explore the idea, introduced earlier, of Fully 75, moreover, persist through all three maps. In
general pattern, and in many specific details, author place-two subdisciplines in information science. We operationa-

lize this idea as the last two clusters joined in a complete- ments resemble those in the original map of information
science in White and Griffith (1981).linkage clustering of 100 authors. These final clusters,

which are brought together only after all closer ties have We conclude that author co-citation analysis is useful
for rendering the inertia of fields. In other words, it objec-been exhausted, are separated by an angled line superim-

posed on each map. tively captures the slow-changing divisions on which
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FIG. 2. Top 100 authors in information science, 1972–1979.

one’s subjective sense of ‘‘semi-permanent’’ disciplinary citing more and more information scientists and commin-
gling more and more ideas?) Nor is it inconceivable thatstructure rests. (This sense may well derive from long-

term exposure to samples of the same data that go into specialties might resist easy identification because of their
volatility. As it turns out, specialties are both easy tothe maps, that is, it is a by-product of ‘‘monitoring the

literature,’’ which includes not only browsing and read- identify and durable. But that, we think, was not a fore-
gone conclusion for information science, and it remainsing, but attendance at conference presentations.) Co-cita-

tion analysis of papers, as opposed to authors, captures to be corroborated in most other fields. Moreover, Price,
Salton, and other leaders turn out to be central to theirdisciplinary history at a different, faster rate, which may

better suit fields with livelier research fronts than informa- specialties, but not to the field as a whole.
Thus, our second major finding, already conveyed, istion science.

That a field exhibits considerable inertia may seem a that information science lacks a strong central author, or
group of authors, whose work orients the work of otherstruism when it is pointed out: After all, one thinks of

disciplinary subject-matter as persisting through time, and across the board. The field consists of several specialties
around a weak center. While many other fields might alsooeuvres embody subject-matter. The specific configura-

tions of Figures 2 through 4 may also seem predictable, consist of loosely linked specialties, we think that at least
some are dominated by authors who would be placedonce seen. However, ready intelligibility is hardly the

same as inevitable outcome. It is conceivable, for exam- near the center of ACA maps. Technically, in order to be
central, an author’s co-citation profile must correlateple, that leading figures like Price and Salton might have

been at the center of each map, closely surrounded by highly with those of many other authors in the matrix.
The profile that best matches this description over the fullauthors, such as Harter, Vickery, Borgman, and Griffith,

who have published both as citationists and retrievalists. 24 years is Kochen’s, whose writings and influence are
discussed at length in Lancaster, Bushur, & Low, (1993).(Are the likes of Price and Salton not often said to be

central to the discipline? And are citers not gradually But Kochen seems to us more a multifaceted talent than
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TABLE 5. Counts of authors in subdisciplinary clusters. tionists and science communication authors, who are rela-
tively far out at left.

Period The 1980–1987 map in Figure 3 shows three important
changes taking place. One is the breakup of the retriev-Cluster 1972–1979 1980–1987 1988–1995
alists, from a large, undifferentiated mass into something

Left side 30 41 49 like the specialties of Table 3. Another is the increasing
Right side 70 59 51 number, and more even distribution, of authors across the
Total 100 100 100 midregion of the map, suggesting that citers are reading

and finding connections between authors on both sides.
(The new symmetry of the axes may result from this
greater integration.) The most interesting is the shift ofa major integrator of the field. The same is true of the

other figures in the central areas; whatever their merits, 10 bibliometricians, a coherent group including Bradford
and Zipf, to the left of the dividing line, as citers connectwe cannot find evidence that they dominate work across

both halves of the maps. them to the citationists and other writers on scientific
communication. It is largely this shift, rather than theThat evidence in our scheme would be an extraordi-

narily high average co-citation count, like Salton’s or appearance of three newcomers, that increases the number
of author-points at left.Price’s. To be a strong central figure, in other words, it

is not enough for an author’s profile to correlate with All told, the left side has gained 13 authors and lost
two, for a net gain of 11 (from 30 to 41), while the rightthose of others in all directions; the raw co-citation counts

in the profile must be high as well. No one in information side has gained nine authors and lost 20, for a net loss
of 11 (from 70 to 59). Figure 3 includes the details.science has both attributes, though, of course, having even

one is an accomplishment worth the historian’s attention. ‘‘Entering’’ authors are those who, not having made the
top 100 in 1972–1979, appear in 1980–1987 for the first(Bush floats not too far from the center of our maps

because his memex still intrigues citers on all sides. But time. ‘‘Exiting’’ authors made it in 1972–1979 but not
in 1980–1987. Authors who changed subdisciplines inhis raw counts are not high, perhaps because L&IS has

pretty well assimilated his prophecies.) the second period because of citers’ revaluations are said
to be ‘‘shifted from right’’ or ‘‘from left’’ of the dividingOur third major finding is the changing composition

of the two subdisciplines of information science. They line.
A glance at the names of the seven authors enteringalter rather markedly from the early period to the late.

Table 5 has counts of the authors on either side of the on the right side shows the type of retrievalists who were
rising to prominence in the 1980s. They are not algo-line over the three periods, as shown in Figures 2

through 4. rithmists but people interested in practical retrieval,
OPAC design, and linguistic or cognitive questions. ItObviously, the authors to the left increase as the years

go by, with the 1972–1979 period having the least bal- looks very much as if the discipline were rewarding re-
searchers who focused on what Persson (1994) calls theanced counts between sides. Note, too, that the map for

1972–1979 is asymmetrical. All the retrievalists fit on a ‘‘soft’’ side of retrieval. This is a lead that an intellectual
historian might pursue.horizontal axis that extends only 1.5 units to the right,

whereas it must extend 2.5 units to the left to fit all the Another lead is that, in the 1980s, the subdiscipline of
information science at left appears to be strengthening itsauthors in citation research and scientific communication.

The latter, fully 21 of whose points lie between 01.5 and identity. The correlates are a journal of its own (Sciento-
metrics) , growing bodies of research in several other jour-02.5, are less strongly correlated with the rest of the field

in the early period than in later ones. (The vertical axis nals, a new professional association, and a series of inter-
national conferences. The name we and many others usedis also asymmetrical, to accommodate Knuth and Shneid-

erman from computer science.) In contrast, the maps for for it was ‘‘bibliometrics’’—cf. Persson (1994), quoted
below—though that, we grant, is probably too narrow1980–1987 and 1988–1995 are symmetrical in both axes.

In the 1972–1979 map, the line runs between the over- a designation. In a review of its literature, we wrote,
‘‘Including citation analysis, bibliometrics constituteslapping points for Chen (left) and O’Neill (right) and

separates Cawkell, Pao, and Bush from Shannon and Zipf. about half of information science—arguably the more
vigorous half, given the continuing isolation of theoreticalThus, the huge majority on the right includes not only

the densely clustered experimental retrievalists—the information retrieval from the database publishers, index-
ers, vendors, and users of the real world’’ (White andcomputer can hardly tell them apart—but the operations

researchers, the library automators, the online search spe- McCain, 1989, p. 120). The mild gibe about theoretical
information retrieval was aimed at the tradition of ‘‘docu-cialists, the early user theorists, the computer scientists,

and, most strikingly, the Bradford-Zipf bibliometricians. ment testbed’’ research summed up in such works as
Sparck Jones (1981). As the present evidence shows,According to the complete-linkage clustering routine, all

are more closely related to each other than to the cita- other types of retrievalists were prominent in the 1980s,
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FIG. 3. Top 100 authors in information science, 1980–1987.

and so the gibe oversimplified. But the final clusters in 1995) . Thus, it encompasses all or most of the authors
to the left of the line in Figures 2 through 4. We shallFigures 3 and 4 support our claim that the ‘‘bibliometric’’

side of information science constitutes about half the dis- therefore use ‘‘domain analysts’’ as their generic name,
parallel to ‘‘retrievalists.’’ The retrievalists and the do-cipline, even if we need a more inclusive name to capture

its complexity. main analysts correspond approximately to Wilson’s
(1983) second and third categories of researchers inWhat should the left side be called? In INSPEC, a

commercial database covering the information science ‘‘bibliographical R&D.’’
Amending White and McCain (1989), we would nowliterature, bibliometric and citation studies are indexed

under ‘‘information analysis,’’ and that might be taken subsume about half of information science under ‘‘do-
main analysis,’’ including contributors to the ‘‘sociologyas a new name for the subdiscipline. However, ‘‘domain

analysis,’’ as put forward by Hjørland and Albrechtsen of texts’’ proposed by McKenzie (1986) and endorsed
by Wilson (1996). The author-names supplied for this(1995) , seems a more appropriate choice. It incorporates

citation analysis and bibliometrics, but also a range of half by ACA add some sociological weight to McKenzie’s
proposal, which is otherwise that of a humanist bibliogra-topics broader than what ‘‘bibliometrics’’ usually im-

plies—for example, scholarly and professional commu- pher.
Hjørland and Albrechtsen (1995) give examples ofnication, parts of sociology of science and sociology of

knowledge, interdisciplinary linkages, discourse com- authors who are domain analysts and examples of authors
who are not. Encouragingly, ACA places several of themunities, and disciplinary vocabularies (cf. Beghtol,
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former (e.g., Garvey, Griffith, White) to the left of the Persson. On that basis, we can say he is correct at every
point in these two passages; despite the different method-line in Figures 2 through 4, and several of the latter (e.g.,

Belkin, Dervin, Taylor) to the right, thus corroborating ologies, we are describing the same elephant. We agree
with his claim about the main divisions of the field, in-their judgment. Even so, ‘‘domain analysis’’ does not

exclusively categorize the work of the authors at left, any cluding the ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ parts of IR, which appear
on our maps much as on his. We added journals alongmore than ‘‘information retrieval’’ exclusively catego-

rizes the work of the authors at right. Since some retriev- lines he suggests and got a substantially enlarged ‘‘biblio-
metric subcluster’’ that includes the classic authors onalists contribute to the literatures of domain analysis, and

some domain analysts to the literatures of information scientific communication as in White and Griffith (1981).
These latter persist through the entire period 1972–1995,retrieval, the two headings merely indicate what citers

choose to highlight in authors’ total oeuvres; they suggest but our Table 4 shows most of them to have already
peaked in influence, which squares with Persson’s expec-relative emphases. Among the retrievalists, one may fur-

ther distinguish commentators on domain analysis (e.g., tation. Taking him as a domain expert, we show here that
we can algorithmically reproduce part of his knowledgeP. Wilson, Taylor) from occasional practitioners (e.g.,

Borgman, Bates) . about authors in information science.
There is yet another opportunity to check our presentBefore turning to the map for 1988–1995, we must

show how our results bear on claims in two other works, maps against expert judgment. When Vickery and Vick-
ery (1987), a textbook, reproduced White and Griffith’sPersson (1994) and Vickery and Vickery (1987). Using

data from Social Sciences Citation Index on CD-ROM, (1981) map of 39 information science authors, the Vick-
erys added seven other well-known names, placing themPersson mapped information science on the basis of the

works most cited in JASIS during 1986–1990. He was intuitively in the subject clusters but otherwise leaving
the original unchanged. Four of the seven made our topled to conclude:
100 and so are mapped here. Despite the large increase
in authors, it will be seen that, just as the Vickerys pre-The tradition of information science has two major

branches, bibliometrics and information retrieval. Within dicted, Cyril Cleverdon appears with the experimental
the bibliometrics subfield there is one group of authors retrievalists, A. J. Meadows with the writers on scientific
primarily related to citation analysis and another group communication, and R. S. Taylor not too far from the
associated with bibliometric distributions. The informa- generalists (e.g., Saracevic; P. Wilson). The actual points
tion-retrieval cluster, which [in his JASIS map] is twice for these authors conform reasonably well to the Vick-
as large as the bibliometric group, seems to be subdivided

erys’ guesses. Philip M. Morse also appears more or less
in one ‘‘hard’’ part working on algorithms and one

where they predicted (top center) , but drawn to bibliome-‘‘soft’’ part concentrating on the user–system relation.
tricians and library operations researchers (e.g., Buck-. . . The map of information science made in the early
land, Kantor) rather than the ‘‘systems’’ retrievalists of1980s by White and Griffith has many of the names and
1981. In analyses not shown here, we mapped the Vick-relative positions in common with the map produced in
erys’ other three choices in the 1981 context, and we canthis study, yet the two maps are based on quite different

methodologies. assure readers that Colin Cherry does indeed appear with
Shannon, Everett Rogers with the communication writers
(e.g., Allen) , and S. R. Ranganathan with the generalists,He had earlier drawn a similar contrast:
where the Vickerys placed them.

ACA’s confirmation of expert judgments by HjørlandThe main difference is that the IR subfield is more pro-
nounced in the JASIS map [than in White and Griffith] , and Albrechtsen, Persson, and the Vickerys is consistent
which in turn is a reflection of both editorial policies and with the claim that citation databases can be exploited
the role JASIS is perceived to play by active researchers for non-experts in a form of AI.
in the field. For example, if articles from Journal of To return to the period 1988–1995, the map in Figure
Documentation, Scientometrics, and Social Studies of Sci- 4 exhibits no dramatic breaks, rather, a continuation of
ence had been added, the resemblance with the bibliome- the tendencies that emerged in the map for 1980–1987.
tric subcluster [ in White and Griffith] would probably

The two subdisciplines, domain analysis and informationbecome larger and researchers that have studied scientific
retrieval, are now almost evenly balanced as clusters. Thecommunication would eventually show up. On the other
former has gained 13 authors and lost five, for a net gainhand, the difference between our map and the one pro-
of eight (from 41 to 49); the latter has gained or regainedduced by White and Griffith may depend on the time
nine authors and lost 17, for a net loss of eight (from 59scale, indicating a real change in which the classical stud-

ies of scientific communication have less influence today to 51). Again, Figure 4 has the details.
than 10 years ago. During 1980–1987 and 1988–1995, most of the 10

newcomers entering domain analysis have been cita-
tionists of one sort or another (Braun, Cronin, McCain,The data of the present study augment those in White

and Griffith (1981) and resemble those envisioned by B. R. Martin, Moed, Rice, Schubert, White) . Mathemati-
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FIG. 4. Top 100 authors in information science, 1988–1995.

cal bibliometrics, as represented by Egghe, is a more son, Swanson, Buckland. Tague-Sutcliffe and Smith actu-
ally connect the sides by crossing the boundary from rightrarified specialty, with fewer writers and citers. On the

information retrieval side, all the newcomers have been to left; Shaw returns from left to right. The axes on which
all 100 authors are distributed have the same extensions‘‘user–system relation’’ people, except for Fox, a com-

puter scientist who studied with Salton. (Of course, for as before, which argues that the discipline is not flying
apart.many computer scientists, even retrievalists with degrees

in computer science are too concerned with the messy The specialties of information retrieval seem to be coa-
lescing, although they remain recognizable, in terms of‘‘user–system relation’’ to be mainstream; cf. Croft,

1996.) leading authors, down the right side. Domain analysis
at left is more diffuse, but it, too, retains recognizableThere is some evidence of integrative forces at work

in the recent period. The interior of the map continues to specialties.
Nevertheless, there are questions about some of thebe populated, if thinly, by authors known to be interested

in both sides of the discipline, e.g., Vickery, Pao, P. Wil- automatic placements. Most have to do with writers along
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the bottom, where information science shades into other tral region (because of a strong link to Shannon) , shoots
up in the 1980s to join bibliometrics, as his name isfields. The labels for the subdisciplines and specialties,

while broadly accurate, vary considerably in their fit to increasingly conjoined with Bradford’s. Vickery re-
mains closest to the retrievalists. Shaw, like Vickery, aparticular authors. Why, for example, do Allen and Pais-

ley swing across the line into the retrievalists’ camp in bridging author, first moves left with the bibliometri-
cians and then right as if rejoining the retrievalists. In1980–1987? Why do Shannon and Winograd appear

among the domain analysts in 1988–1995? Is Shannon contrast, Tague-Sutcliffe moves from a position with the
‘‘hard’’ retrievalists to one much closer to the bibliome-really a domain analyst at all? And so on.

Coarse-meshed ACA yields only partial answers to tricians (cf. Tague-Sutcliffe, 1981) . Also, Smith begins
with the ‘‘soft’’ retrievalists and crosses the map in thesuch questions. In 1980–1987, Allen is strongly corre-

lated only with Paisley and moves rightward with the direction of the citationists, largely because of her re-
view article (Smith, 1981) .latter because of Paisley’s perceived relevance to user

theorists on the retrieval side. In 1988–1995, both Shan- At a 1993 ASIS meeting, Kantor told the present au-
thors that he was not fond of bibliometrics, the specialtynon and Winograd continue to be used in philosophic

attempts to characterize ‘‘information’’ and ‘‘information in which some of his earlier work was done (e.g., Kantor,
1981). His point is seen traversing the upper region,science,’’ and this increasingly links them with other au-

thors used for this purpose—Kuhn, Simon, Merton, and, which includes not only bibliometrics but library opera-
tions research, another of his specialties, to end with thoseespecially, Machlup.

To find out more, one must use the maps as leads for of presumably more congenial retrievalists (cf. Kantor,
1994).looking up the co-citation histories of individual works

(or passages) . For example, the continuing presence of T. D. Wilson and Buckland are other authors who start
in the general area of bibliometrics and library operationsAllen, Paisley, and Borgman and the emergence of Rice

along the bottom of the maps serves as a reminder of the research. T. D. Wilson moves sharply downward to join
user studies. Buckland’s final point shows him recognizedoverlap between information science and communication

studies (cf. Vakkari, 1996). Thus, it may only be Shan- as a generalist with interests in retrieval, users, library
systems, and OPACs. Saracevic, another generalist, hasnon’s well-known model of a communication channel,

and not full-scale information theory, that is being cited in a similar career. Likewise P. Wilson, first identified with
retrieval (e.g., clarification of concepts such as ‘‘rele-analyses of information science as an intellectual domain.
vance’’) but then with a broader range of user and policy
issues. Belkin’s trajectory is from relatively ‘‘hard’’ to

Changes in Image
relatively ‘‘soft’’ retrieval, again reflecting the field’s
growing interest in user psychology. (Recall also thatACA can highlight the careers of individual authors as

perceived by citers (cf. McCain, 1986). Figure 5 reveals Belkin gained the most in mean co-citation in 1988–
1995, which accords with the attention his writings onchanges in the citation images for selected oeuvres over

the three 8-year periods. Aside from its substantive inter- cognition receive in, e.g., Olaisen et al., 1996.)
Hawkins published at least four articles in practicalest, it points toward a capability for tracking author im-

ages in any field; one can foresee personal citation histor- bibliometrics during 1976–1980. His elevator-like rise
into that region shows that he is not much co-cited withies done as animated color graphics (perhaps less chaotic-

looking than Fig. 5) . bibliometricians until 1988–1995, when the names Brad-
ford, Brookes, Leimkuhler, and Vickery crop up with hisThe 75 authors who appeared in all three maps above

were remapped separately for 1972–1979, 1980–1987, in reference lists. Martyn’s descent traces the opposite
course: Starting with ties to British bibliometricians andand 1988–1995. Their points for each of the three periods

were then plotted in a common space. From the full set operations researchers, he is progressively co-cited with
user theorists and citationists (cf. Martyn, 1974, 1975),of 225 (75 1 3) points, Figure 5 presents those for 19

authors whom citers repositioned markedly. Arrows trace emerging as a counterpart on his side to Buckland and
T. D. Wilson on theirs.their placements early to late. Authors whose points mi-

grated relatively little are excluded, e.g., Price, who al- Although Borgman is plainly a retrievalist, her point
moved left in 1988–1995. We thought this might be be-ways anchors the horizontal axis at mid-left. (Immobility

may be quite as interesting as movement, of course.) A cause her publications in bibliometrics (e.g., Borgman,
1990) were co-cited with works by citationists. This issketch of the movers recapitulates some earlier findings

and adds a few new ones: not so. A look at the authors with whom she is frequently
co-cited reveals that she is simply being pulled towardFive bibliometricians—Bradford, Brookes, Fairthorne,

Leimkuhler, and Vickery—move left into the region of user theorists such as Dervin. Paisley’s point, too, was
pulled toward user studies when his works were linkeddomain analysis in the 1980s and then up and right in

the 1990s, as if their ties with the citationists and others with those of user-oriented retrievalists (e.g., Belkin,
Oddy, Taylor, T. D. Wilson) in 1980–1987. In 1988–there were weakening. Zipf, who starts in the lower cen-
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FIG. 5. Shifts in 19 authors’ citation images.

1995, it swung back, owing to his new linkages with may display such data as ‘‘literature processes’’ that ap-
pear one way when authors’ images are marked by conti-counterbalancing domain analysts (e.g., Crane, Garfield,

Rice, White) . nuity and another when they are marked by change.
If authors are co-cited with several distinct companies

of names over time, their points will move markedly. If
Canonical Authors

they are co-cited with more or less the same company—
that is, some new names but many old names as well— The 75 authors who remain in the top 100 for the entire

period 1972–1995 have a fair claim to be consideredtheir points will move relatively little. Authors can create
co-citation contexts for themselves in their own works, canonical for information science. They are by no means

the only possible candidates, but their case is strengthenedof course, but otherwise the matter is largely out of their
control. For example, late in his career, the bibliometri- by long and broad records of citedness. The step not taken

here is to identify their most cited works in search ofcian B. C. Brookes devoted several articles to a cognitive
theory that Vakkari (1996) links with those of Belkin their most highly valued ideas.

A composite view of their positioning for the full 24and Ingwersen. Nevertheless, Brookes is still far from
those two on our maps. Or, again, note how citers have years is given in the INDSCAL map in Figure 6. It synthe-

sizes the information in the three separate 751 75 correla-moved Tague-Sutcliffe into bibliometrics, but not Borg-
man, whose work in retrieval still receives much more tion matrices for 1972–1979, 1980–1987, and 1988–

1995. The R 2s for the two-dimensional solutions are, re-attention.
Data like these even now yield clues to the reception spectively, 0.80, 0.84, and 0.84; the average R 2 for the

composite is 0.82 (average stress is 0.20). In other words,of works and the transit of ideas—clues that can be imme-
diately pursued to more specific levels through online a solution in only two dimensions explains more than

80% of the variance in the author placements.searching with author names. In the future, computers
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FIG. 6. INDSCAL map of 75 ‘‘canonical’’ information science authors.

The axes in INDSCAL maps are not subject to rotation the past generation they figure inextricably in its progress.
‘‘Bringing literatures to people through computers’’and are supposed to be maximally interpretable. Thus

prompted, we think the horizontal axis conveys, as in might be the current motto; or, in two words, ‘‘literature
systems.’’past studies, the range of subject specialties within the

subdisciplines of domain analysis and information re- The polarization of quantitative versus qualitative re-
searchers that is sometimes seen in other fields is nottrieval. This axis is asymmetrical, with the sociologists

of science being somewhat farther out at left than their clearly visible in information science. There may be a few
more mathematically-oriented writers in the upper half ofextreme opposites, ‘‘arch-retrievalists’’ like Radecki and

Yu, at right. Coherent groups from left include the cita- Figure 6, but the lower has its share, too. So that dimension
is not salient. Instead, one has only to look at the authorstionists, the arc of bibliometricians across the top and

the philosophically orienting figures across the bottom, in the upper half of the map to infer a dominant interest in
properties of literatures (especially scientific and technical‘‘generalist’’ writers such as Smith, Wilson, Saracevic,

and Swanson, and the hard and soft retrievalists. The plot literatures). Moreover, this orientation cuts across authors
in all specialties, left to right, Price to Bookstein. The onlygenerally makes good sense. For example, it is easy to

accept Bookstein, Tague-Sutcliffe, Kantor, Buckland, real puzzle here is Shannon (always a problematic figure
in L&IS), who has moved (following Zipf?) from theVickery, and Shaw as transitional figures between the

retrievalists and the bibliometricians. lower central position he has in all other maps. He rejoins
his usual company (Winograd, Simon, Machlup, etc.)The more interesting vertical axis reflects another sub-

ject-related continuum. Information science deals, we said when scaled on the third dimension.
Although the authors in the lower half are a bit harderearlier, with ‘‘the human–computer–literature inter-

face.’’ If so, then the top pole represents a relative empha- to categorize, they tend to put less emphasis on literatures
per se than on people as users of literatures or, moresis on literatures as objects of study, and the bottom, a

relative emphasis on people or users. The same polarity generally, as users of scholarly and professional informa-
tion systems. These authors discuss such topics as infor-can be inferred in earlier maps. Figure 4 showed that

when a literature theoretician like Egghe enters, it is auto- mation-seeking behavior, user-friendly retrieval, optimal
indexing, cognitive overload, human–computer inter-matically at the top, whereas a user theoretician like Der-

vin is automatically placed at the bottom. faces, information policy issues, and the meaning of ‘‘in-
formation.’’ And this orientation, too, cuts across all spe-Applications of the computer pervade the field. Infor-

mation science could, and did, exist without them, but in cialties. At left, for example, Martyn, Paisley, and Allen
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TABLE 6. Coordinates of ‘‘polar’’ authors on third INSPEC dimen- tricians of sorts, and some, such as Buckland and Zucker-
sion. man, actually write accounts of named individuals. Some

also function like journalists, reporting on, e.g., the impli-
Historical Ahistorical

cations of new information technologies for scientific andName pole Name pole
technical communication. (Note that the more ahistorical

Frame 1.7975 Winograd 02.1547 bibliometricians are not in the top 25 on the positive half
Carpenter 1.7465 Shannon 01.8119 of this axis.) In contrast, the authors in the right column,
Line 1.5564 Rouse 01.6746 many of whom are retrievalists, tend to write about sys-
Martyn 1.5420 Kantor 01.5284

tems or users (or both) without reference to particularNarin 1.5156 Yu 01.4682
times or disciplines. Examples of their subjects would beVlachy 1.4794 Croft 01.4005

Moravcsik 1.4104 Simon 01.3777 abstract typologies of information use, or evaluations of
Meadows 1.3828 Maron 01.3749 retrieval algorithms for users in general. They rarely write
Hawkins 1.3352 T. D. Wilson 01.3469 about individuals or do anything journalistic. The nonre-
Garfield 1.2946 van Rijsbergen 01.2704

trievalists among them, Winograd, Shannon, Zipf, Simon,Small 1.2435 Radecki 01.2658
and Machlup, apparently are cited in works on the natureLawani 1.2079 Belkin 01.2627

Griffith 1.0565 Robertson 01.2355 of information itself—a rather timeless matter. Kuhn is
Tagliacozzo 1.0216 Sparck Jones 01.1818 also implicated with them, perhaps because the paradigms
Price 1.0198 Machlup 01.0461 he writes about, though historical, are relatively perma-
Garvey 0.9857 W. S. Cooper 01.0165

nent information structures.Pao 0.9513 Zipf 00.9762
In sum, most of the top domain analysts and retriev-Smith 0.9270 Oddy 00.9613

Chubin 0.9177 Salton 00.9608 alists are perceived as being markedly different on all
J. R. Cole 0.7499 Bookstein 00.9506 three dimensions. We leave open whether, and how, their
Buckland 0.7434 Bates 00.6525 ideas might be integrated in a single vision. According
S. Cole 0.6491 Taylor 00.5729

to ACA, Kochen’s work is a plausible beginning. He isZuckerman 0.5716 Harter 00.5529
not only the most central author on the first two dimen-Crane 0.5680 Kuhn 00.4750

Paisley 0.5436 Doszkocs 00.4525 sions on the INDSCAL map, he is also at the exact middle
of the third dimension (that is why in Table 6, which lists
only the ‘‘polar’’ authors, he is not shown). But much of
Kochen seems addressed only to mathematically literateall write about, or do, user studies; at right, where retrieval

systems are a major concern, virtually everyone toward specialists. The field still awaits a synthesist who can
attract a broad readership.the lower pole is involved with social, behavioral, and

cognitive aspects of design.
The oval plot of points in Figure 6 is tilted (compared

Paradigm Shift?
to those seen earlier) : The citationists and sociologists of
science at left have shifted toward the ‘‘literatures’’ pole, We have suggested that ACA can be used to validate

claims by historians and commentators. For example, inwhile the retrievalists at right have shifted toward the
‘‘people’’ pole. The two camps remain in strict opposi- various ways our data have implied an increase of interest

in the cognitive side of information science—and gener-tion. When the 75 authors are plotted in three dimensions
rather than two, a new division appears that largely rein- ally in user studies—since about 1980, the start of the

second period. This independently corroborates claims toforces the opposition, rather than counteracting it. (At the
same time, average R 2 rises to 0.87, and average stress that effect by expert judges, such as Saracevic (1992),

who calls it a paradigm shift, and Ingwersen (1996), whodrops to 0.15.) Table 6 rank-orders the 25 most extreme
authors at either pole of this third dimension (and ex- writes of it as ‘‘the turning point 1977–1980.’’ (ACA is

a rearview mirror.) By way of contrast, note that thecludes the middle 25). It is immediately apparent that the
authors at left who are high on the third axis are all, citation images of, say, the sociologists of science are

relatively static in our maps from 1980 on.except for Hawkins, in the upper half of Figure 6, while
the authors at right who are low on the third axis are all, Here we wish to explore, very tentatively, the possibil-

ity of capturing paradigm shift in numeric measures. Asexcept for Shannon and Zipf, in its lower half. What is
the opposition to be inferred on this third axis? We think noted, the map in Figure 6 is a composite of citers’ views

of 75 authors in three different 8-year periods. The IN-(echoing White and Griffith, 1981) it is between those
whose interests are relatively historical ( left) and those DSCAL composite (‘‘group stimulus space’’) represents

a solution in which, for all periods, the author placementswhose interests are relatively ahistorical (right) .
The authors in the left column, that is, are not merely and dimensions are fixed. However, INDSCAL is ex-

pressly designed to reveal differences in the importanceinterested in properties of literatures; they tend to study
the literatures (and other communications) of particular of each dimension to whoever is judging the similarity of

stimuli. In our use of INDSCAL, the stimuli are the 75disciplines at particular points in time. Many are cliome-
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TABLE 7. Dimension weights for three periods. The weights for the final period, 1988–1995, create a
plot midway between the extremes of the first two: 0.76

Weights for specialties and 0.51 for literatures /users, suggesting
that, in recent years, the horizontal dimension has becomeDimension 1 Dimension 2 Weirdness
about 1.5 times as important as the vertical in positioningPeriod Range of specialties Literature/users index
authors. It looks almost as if the paradigm were exhib-

1972–1979 0.82 0.36 0.25 iting, not a clear trend, but a process of ‘‘thesis–antithe-
1980–1987 0.68 0.62 0.20 sis–synthesis.’’ This may be an instance of ‘‘pulsation’’
1988–1995 0.76 0.51 0.01

or ‘‘structural oscillation between expansion and contrac-
tion in the disciplines’’ observed in Small (1993, p. 18).

This third set of weightings produces a plot very simi-
lar to the composite or ‘‘most typical’’ map in Figure 6.authors, and the three periods are regarded as three sepa-

rate ‘‘judges.’’ (Rikken, Kiers, & Vos, 1995, take a re- ‘‘Weirdness’’ in Table 7 is a routine INDSCAL measure
that shows how much the view of each judging subject—lated approach with another kind of bibliometric data.)

Usually, of course, persons are the judges in IN- here, each period—differs from that of the ‘‘most typi-
cal’’ subject. No period is especially weird by this index,DSCAL studies, and the ‘‘derived subject weights,’’

which are standard INDSCAL output, are taken to show which runs from 0 (for complete agreement with typi-
cality) to 1 (for completely ignoring one dimension inthe salience of each dimension to each person. In replac-

ing individuals as judges with large numbers of citers, favor of the other) ; but the third period is obviously least
weird of all.we are acting as if the citers collectively embodied the

paradigm of information science in each 8-year period. Figure 7 summarizes matters. The points correspond
Accordingly, we interpret the derived subject weights for to the weights given the two main dimensions by each
each period as indicating the relative importance of the period (the diagonal line represents an equal weighting
dimensions within the paradigm. Thus, we can probe a of dimensions) . INDSCAL normalizes weights so that,
hidden aspect of disciplinary history—whether key di- when squared, they sum to the R 2 for the period. Since
mensions of the field were given about the same weight the R 2s for all periods are about the same (low 0.80s) ,
in all periods. If not, that would be consistent with a the vectors representing the periods are all about the same
perception of paradigm shift. length. The difference in the angles of the vectors as

In our data, they were not. Table 7 has the dimensions they project from the origin suggests a way of rendering
as weighted in the two-dimensional solution at the end paradigm shift—here, most marked between 1972–1979
of each period. At the end of 1972–1979, the weight of and 1980–1987. Admittedly, we do not know whether
the horizontal range of specialties dimension, 0.82, is the differences between periods are unusually great; since
more than twice that of the vertical literatures /users di- this is the measure’s first appearance, there is no point of
mension, 0.36. But by the end of 1980–1987, a notable
change has occurred. The two dimensions, now weighted
0.68 and 0.62 respectively, have become almost equally
salient to citers. If the points in Figure 6 are reweighted
by period, the authors form a long, narrow oval along the
horizontal axis in 1972–1979, but a shorter, deeper oval
in 1980–1987 when the weights of the two axes are more
nearly equal. (The latter shape also accentuates the ‘‘tilt’’
of Figure 6, with domain analysts at upper left, retriev-
alists at lower right.)

Substantively, it is as if during 1972–1979 citers had
regarded the range of specialties as by far the most im-
portant part of the information science paradigm, but then
during 1980–1987 had taken much more cognizance of
the differences in authors’ orientation toward literatures
or users. Changes in ‘‘derived subject weights’’ may or
may not be useful measures of paradigm shift, but, in this
case, they seem consistent with the perception that the
1980s were a time of change for information science,
with ‘‘user-oriented’’ and ‘‘literature-oriented’’ authors
increasingly differentiated across all specialties of the dis-
cipline. (Recall that weights for each period are based on

FIG. 7. Changes in importance of axes over three periods.independent data.)
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comparison. They must also depend on how the data are Conclusion
periodized.

ACA shows two broad subdisciplines in informationWhen the same input data are analyzed in three dimen-
science, each with a certain internal coherence, each withsions, the pattern seen in Table 7 is preserved. The derived
authors who read, write, and are co-cited in both. Evensubject weights for the early, middle, and late periods are
so, ACA does not lead to an author whose work unequivo-0.79, 0.63, and 0.71 on the first dimension; 0.34, 0.61,
cally unites both sides or magisterially portrays the wholeand 0.50 on the second; and 0.29, 0.36, and 0.35 on
discipline. There is no North American textbook that in-the third. The split on the third, historical /ahistorical
troduces a representative body of the authors mappeddimension, which reinforces splits on the other two, thus
here. There is no serious popularization that puts Smallbecomes slightly more pronounced with time. The respec-
and Sparck Jones, or Egghe and Cochrane, in a commontive R 2s are 0.82, 0.89, and 0.88. The respective weirdness
framework (how many books have popularized AI?). Anindices are 0.19, 0.15, and 0.02.
integrated account of information science as embodied byPerhaps the main weakness of this INDSCAL measure
our ‘‘canonical’’ authors seems to us well worth having.is that it is so indirect—that is, not clearly connected to

Toward that account, ACA simultaneously providesspecific papers with specific claims about the world. One
both breadth and focus. It provides breadth by forcingexpects evidence of paradigm shifts to leap from main
contemplation of multiple specialties: Once they are seen,texts, not references; from writers, not citers. Accord-
it is difficult to reduce ASIS-style information science toingly, it seems best to use this measure when there are
anything less (some will claim more). It provides focusalready grounds for believing that a shift has occurred.
by forcing contemplation of particular authors, which isThe present article in several ways supports the idea of
to say particular oeuvres and works. It also provides crudea post-1970s shift—perhaps ‘‘the cognitive revolution’’
but unmistakable evidence of intellectual change.of other fields coming to information science (especially

Beneath the changing surface, however, there is a uni-to some authors identified with retrieval) , even as the less
fying concern. In our view, most of the authors mappedcognitive, ‘‘bibliometric’’ side was increasing in strength.
here are united in working on aspects of literatures asBut not all important authors participated in this change,
modes of communication. The intellectual problems theyand there is a question whether the discipline as a whole
address arise from a particular kind of information sys-was impacted by it. It is therefore interesting that the
tem—literatures as content-bearing objects—rather thanINDSCAL measure shows a global change in perception
from ‘‘information systems’’ in general. Literatures arealong lines that other evidence or expert judgment pre-
the distinguishing mark of domains likely to interest do-dicts.
main analysts, and at least part of their interest in litera-Which returns us to the measure’s possible strength.
tures lies in features that are exploitable for retrieval. TheThough it might be used to discover paradigm shift, we
partitioning of literatures on the basis of such features,think it has more promise as a means of confirming one.
so as to most usefully approximate an answer to a request,The historian who has inferred a shift from reading is
defines the retrievalists’ enterprise.prompted to test whether it can be confirmed in the peri-

Not all information scientists are clear on these points.odized citation record—the hardest part of the disciplin-
The rich word ‘‘information’’ has seduced some intoary paradigm to affect. A shift detectable there implies
characterizations of their field that are, to date, overgen-not only that authors are promoting new lines of inquiry,
eral. Thus, ACA can help assess their pronouncements inbut that citers are responding in such a way that the overall
the disciplinary press. It leads to a judgment of ‘‘highlymap of the discipline is changed. The history of the para-
unfocused’’ on definitions of the field such as thosedigm grows to include not only authors’ claims but citers’
quoted in Rayward (1996, p. 4): ‘‘The application ofperceptions, as foreseen by Kuhn (1962, p. xi) :
information science results in an information system. The
role of information science is to explicate the conceptualIf I am right that each scientific revolution alters the
and methodological foundations on which existing sys-historical perspective of the community that experiences
tems are based’’ (Borko, 1968, p. 67). Or ‘‘Informationit, then that change of perspective should affect the struc-
science is the study of the means by which organisedture of postrevolutionary textbooks and research publica-

tions. One such effect—a shift in the distribution of the structures (which we call ‘information systems’) process
technical literature cited in the footnotes to research re- recorded symbols to meet their defined objectives’’
ports—ought to be studied as a possible index to the (Hayes, 1985, p. 174). These definitions would have
occurrence of revolutions. ASIS-style information science dealing with employers’

payrolls, a housewife’s grocery receipts, Nightline, arrival
and departure listings in airports, the Grand Ole Opry,But is a Kuhnian revolution or paradigm shift the same as
and color-coded vial caps used by crack dealers. Needthe natural ‘‘pulsation’’ of a discipline in Small’s (1993)
we say that it does not?sense? Can ACA distinguish between them? Can any lit-

erature visualization technique? We do not yet know. Examine the works of authors revealed here by ACA.
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